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Murray Stein, Ph.D. is currently President of The International School of Analytical Psychology in Zurich (ISAPZurich). He is 
the author of In MidLife, Jung's Treatment of Christianity, Jung's Map of the Soul and many other books and articles. He 
lives in Switzerland and is a training and supervising analyst with ISAPZurich. Murray will be leading workshops in Edinburgh 
this weekend and is bringing this lecture to London Murray writes:  
 

The feminist theologian Sallie McFague is critical of talk about transcendence. It can be a disguised 

form of top-down dominance, a patriarchal style of discourse. The one who claims knowledge of the 

transcendent can trump those who are without such gnosis, and traditional teaching has been used in 

this way to achieve and to hold dominance. Contrary to this, as she writes, “The ‘view from the body' is 

always a view from somewhere versus the view from above, from nowhere; the former admits to its 

partiality and accepts responsibility for its perspectives, while the latter believes itself universal and 

transcendent, thus denying its embodiment and limitations as well as the concrete, special insights 

that can arise only from particularity” (The Body of God, p. 95). The type of strong transcendence I will 

be speaking about in this lecture, however, is precisely grounded in the body, is concrete and 

particular rather than an abstract overview from above that claims objectivity and universality. It is 

transcendence embedded in event, given to a particular subject, deeply related to an individual 

psyche, and connected to physicality. 

   

SPACE IS LIMITED AND BOOKING IS ESSENTIAL FOR THIS EVENT 

Please return this slip with your cheque to;  Conference Administrator, KVT Business Care,          

Sirius, Setch Road, Blackborough End, nr Kings Lynn, PE23 1SL 

 

Name………………………………………………………………………………….Address………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

I wish to book…………………ticket(s) for Murray Stein.     Tickets   £25          members £20,             Students/trainees   £15 

 

I/we are members of        AJA        CAP         GPP          I/we are students/trainees at ……………………………………………………………... 

I enclose a cheque made payable to the Guild of Pastoral Psychology for……………………………………………………. 


